discussed how much of Jesus was divine, how much human. 3 theological terms, "dual substance" and "dual nature," of the early church counthe Father" (
) and yet "became human" and "incarnate"; the his divinity, and the same consubstantial with us as regards his humanity." 4 This 5 -tianity's most complex internal controversy, the relation between divinity and remains, an intellectually challenging, doctrinally controversial but nonetheless Although both novelist and director were brought up in religious communities and had good religious educations, neither was a professional or academic theologian. They both tended to think, for example, in a dualistic rather than a Trinitarian way and neither had anything to say in this context about the origin or operation of the Holy Spirit. Both engaged creatively with the central problem of the dual of both versions of The Last Temptation and attempt to demonstrate the value of their contributions to theological discussion and debate.
Incarnation
For Nikos Kazantzakis, Jesus was both truly man and truly God, and the novelist 3 Scorsese on Scorsese 116-17, discussing The Last Temptation of Christ, directed by Martin Scorsese (Universal Pictures, 1988) . examine, fearfully yet impudently, his wise omnipotence. He would have on this Earth no heart to pity the concerns of others and to struggle to beget virtues and cares which God either did not want, or forgot, or was afraid to fashion. He breathed upon man, however, giving him the power and audacity to continue creation. 6 Though apparently denying divine omniscience (and indeed attributing to God for understanding the purpose of incarnation. Mortal consciousness provides a perspective on existence that must be epistemologically different from divine knowledge. To know earthly intelligence, feel human pity, encounter "the struggle to beget virtue and cares"-these are forms of experiential awareness accessible image of a passible God provoked outrage, particularly in his own Greek Orthodox 7 while today it has become much more familiar. Indeed Alister E. McGrath -tians to speak of a God who suffers within our world.
then he suffered as a man; if God were truly revealing himself in Jesus, then as Hebblethwaite says, the incarnation must also have left its mark on God:
both exercised and revealed in his becoming man, subjecting himself to cruel limitations and dying a cruel death. Moreover, that humanity and that human experience are believed to have been permanently taken into the being of God. But man, without God, born as he is unarmed, would have been obliterated by hunger, fear and cold; and if he survived these, he would have crawled like a slug midway between the lions and lice; and if with incessant struggle he managed to stand on his hind legs, he would never have been able to escape the tight, warm, tender embrace of his mother the monkey. 16 By divine alone man becomes capable of intellectual and emotional crecontinue creation" and to do God's work in the world. 17 "Man without God" is a mere animal, haunted by his anthropoid ancestry, and struggling to extricate himself from the coils of evolution. But conversely God without man could have no direct physical knowledge of the human existence that he himself had created. and evolution are juxtaposed as respectively theocentric and anthropocentric explanations of the universe. Evolution gets man up onto his hind legs. But the breath of God makes him want to stand. In his autobiographical work Report to Greco, that shook his faith as a young man: the solar system and the theory of evolution. 18 The latter destroyed for him the creation story of Genesis:
The Lord God did not breathe into his nostrils the breath of life, did not give chain of animals, a grandson or great-grandson of the ape. If you scratch grandmother the monkey! Obsessively the young Kazantzakis used to watch the behavior of a neighbor's pet . . . was I not a son of God, but of the monkey?" 20 He gives the monkey wine to pressed against mine, it kept sighing like a human." 21 He views the encounter as a "black Annunciation" and the monkey as some "dark angel departing from my window."
22 This attempt to bond with a simian is seen in the autobiographical narrative as both a liberation from dogma and a temptation to embark on a downward roots that Darwin had uncovered.
natures were utterly distinct, absolutely different, and violently inimical one to body of human evolution, which Kazantzakis considered a dark material vulnerable human; within me too are the luminous forces, human and pre-human, of God-and my soul is the arena where these two armies have clashed and met.
23
solute paradox," as Kierkegaard called the incarnation, to keep the two natures distinct, yet to explain their mysterious concurrence, and to understand how the two God "mixing" with humanity seems to fall into the "heresy," the confusion of the natures, against which those early credal statements sought so carefully to guard:
Now this is the catholic faith, that we worship one God in Trinity, and Trinity in Unity, without either confusing the persons or dividing the substance.
24
metrical and stable relationship between the persons of the Trinity has proved in practice a site of controversy. Kazantzakis was a novelist rather than a theologian, but his imaginative attempts to revalue the two natures, to think and feel across boundary, 25 deserve to be The twentieth century Jesus novel begins at exactly the point where theologians were beginning to dispense with the liberal "biography" as a useful christological form. The nineteenth century was the high point of theological interest in the life of Jesus, and by the early twentieth century attacks on liberal theology were targetting such "sacred biographies" 31 as fanciful and subjective. " I regard the entire 'Life of Jesus' movement as a blind alley," wrote Martin Kähler. Kähler restored the gospels to "extended introductions" to the "passion narratives."
32 Scepticism about the christological possibilities of imaginative prose encouraged scholars to puts it, in a discussion of novels on Jesus, "It is . . . doubtful whether the stylistic the life of Jesus, his person and cause, the divine and human elements brought together in a historically concrete person." 33 and humanity. As Rowan Greer puts it with admirable simplicity, somehow be God. Second, since the only way God can save us is by touchmust be kept distinct but must not compromise his unity. 35 and the work can certainly be read as a representative twentieth century demythologizing Jesus novel. Kazantzakis's Jesus is predominantly human, "full of weakness, self-doubt, and ambivalence." 36 encounters his divinity as something hostile and alien-a possession, a persecution, a haunting. Although messianic hope is second nature to him, as he is physically and emotionally joined to the suffering body of the Israelite people, 37 he does not initially associate the coming with his own destiny. God comes to him as a dementia, a seizure, or the sensation of claws dug into his skull. This seems less like human consciousness and a slumbering, latent divinity. He will die, die wearing his rags. . . . He will die all alone at the top of a barren mountain, wearing on his head a crown of thorns.
52 53 thus he spends the entire novel pursuing a spiritual journey that will eventually lead him to Golgotha. The structure of his journey, which corresponds loosely to the four phases mapped out in Kazantzakis's sketchbook (son of the carpenter, Son of man, Son of David, Son of God), 54 shows a Jesus growing through successive stages of evolution into consciousness of his mission in a way perhaps suggested by Luke: "Jesus grew in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and men" (Luke 2:52).
in consciousness. In the monastery Jesus realizes through the vision of the coupling serpents that "everything has two meanings," 55 and that the snakes represent hudarkness of his heart and distinguish, one by one, the serpents, which were hissing within him." 56 As the gospel relates, "He did not need man's testimony about man, for he knew what was in a man" (John 2:25). Immediately after this Jesus admits that he has a prompting to "speak to men" 57 and, though unsure of what he will the talking." 58 59
partly through an adaptation of the Sermon on the Mount, and partly through the "supplemented" parables. 60 In this phase he saves Mary Magdalene from stoning. This is Jesus the prophet of love, who moves through Galilee like a bridegroom 62 love replaces law ("The law goes contrary to my heart."). 63 This phase draws to a close with Jesus attempting to open a dialogue with God and initially meeting "an abrupt silence." 64 my arms. Your will be done!"
65
The second phase begins with baptism in the Jordan, where Jesus is inspired by John to assume the mantle of Israel's zealotry and prophetic rage. This Jesus is the "Son of David," who now preaches a Nietzschean gospel of destruction. "The tree is rotten," and Jesus has inherited the Baptist's axe. 66 To this phase belongs the temptation in the wilderness, where Jesus is initially visited in spirit by John. The three temptations of the snake, the lion, and the burning archangel are the core temptations of humanity. The snake is desire, love of the earth, the yearning to have a wife and children, and the hunger for Mary Magdalene. The lion is the is "the deepest voice of your deepest self." 67 The archangel tempts Jesus to think of himself as God. As temptations of desire, power, and authority, these correspond closely enough to the accounts of Matthew and Luke. In the gospels Jesus is not tempted to sin or crime and not offered the violent delights of human depravity. He is tempted by the most natural promptings of human instinct: hunger, evolutionary aspiration, and the will to power. This is where Kazantzakis parts company with the natural logic of the genre in which he is working. He admits that these promptings are constitutive temptations for human nature and should therefore be accepted as normative rather than as "evil." He does not however-as one might expect from his attachment to both pagan religions and modern philosophy and from his affection for Dionysus, 68 Freidrich Nietzsche, and Karl Marx-assert that these natural instincts have been -sciously of the devil's party; he only thought that the devil should be given his due. His characterization of Judas gives a powerful and compelling voice to these instincts: the need for bread ("the foundation is the body") 69 justice through power ("the deliverance of Israel"). 70 He aimed to "sanctify" Judas against the dominant tradition that had demonized him.
71
But Jesus is explicitly counterpoised as Judas's opposite in every respect. In the temptation in the wilderness, in the continual ideological struggle with Judas, and in the "Last Temptation" itself, Jesus shows himself fully a man with a man's weakness and desire but a man determined to wrestle with them and to transcend human limitations in a search for godliness. The temptations experienced in the wilderness bring knowledge of the human heart, belly, and mind; this knowledge For surely it is not with angels that he is concerned but with the descendants of Abraham. Therefore he had to be made like his brethren in every respect . . . For because he himself has suffered and been tempted . . . we have not a high priest who is unable to sympathize with our weaknesses, but one who in every respect has been tempted as we are, yet without sinning. 4:15) Kazantzakis's Jesus resists the temptations in the wilderness, survives the ordeal, the "Son of David" phase, Jesus seems at times indistinguishable from John the Baptist; 72 he wields the axe against the rotten tree and wages war against the old law. He is the Son of David, a messiah who will cleanse the world. The raising of Lazarus heralds the opening of the fourth phase, when Jesus fully recognizes himself as Son of God. 73 The awareness is terrifying but also inevitable: God and humanity are one; Jesus the man must submit himself to a divine weight of responsibility. This is the full meaning of incarnation:
If the strength of the soul was so all-powerful, then all the weight of perdition or salvation fell upon the shoulders of mankind; the borders of God and man are joined.
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Jesus reveals to Judas that he is the Messiah. In a prophetic vision of Golgotha 75 He explains, "For the world to be saved, I, of my own will, must die." 76 The shadow of the cross is seen to fall from Jesus' own body. 77 nature, not simply because it was christologically correct, but because it was necas an epic but as "an intimate character study," 91 and its key psychological and moral drama was to be, as in Kazantzakis, the struggle between the human and divine natures:
him all the way down the line, because it can't conceive of Him being God. I thought this would be great drama and force people to take Jesus seriously-at least to reevaluate his teachings. 92 student, was also fully alive to these issues:
the Arian heresy, from Arius, which essentially said that Jesus was a man who pretended to be God, 93 and the other was the Docetan heresy, which said Jesus was really a God who, like a very clever actor, pretended to be a man. . . . The Last Temptation of Christ may err on the side of Arianism, but it does little to counteract the 2,000 years of erring on the other side, and it was pleasant to 94 -ing of him only indirectly and almost timidly . . . he is observed in the effects he produces on other people . . . he is approached as we pass by the place where he is standing." world, have tried to place God within it, but have shrunk from such depiction on the grounds that human consciousness cannot aspire to a perception of divinity. So we get images of Jesus such as those in the Hollywood screen epic Ben Hur, where his face, being the unrepresentable face of God, is never seen.
96
The Last Temptation, "the effects he produces on other people" 97 or in works that approach Jesus via the point of view of other biblical or invented characters, Jesus is an object, but not a be represented, but he is not accessible to the novelist's psychological curiosity. His broke this taboo and treated Jesus' dual nature as open to subjective representation, partly as Robin Riley puts it by "introducing psychological instability and doubt into the Jesus character's experience," 98 and partly by treating the divine as a domain accessible to the human imagination. Riley goes on to suggest that Martin Scorsese also saw the possibility of "placing viewers within Jesus' existential condition of doubt through point-of-view camera work and voice-over narration."
99 Scorsese hiding and creeping around Him, caught between following him, and, at the same time, trying to pull back.
100
Jesus of Nazareth, Jesus' "consciousness" is "a sacred space inaccessible to viewers." 101 Scorsese's approach is to get "inside Jesus' mind," and to attempt to "gain access to an area inaccessible to the church itself, Jesus' conscience." 102 Again Riley acknowledges this process as a theological 103 Although clearly many saw this effort as blasphemous, Ultimately, however, there is a distinction to be made. Kazantzakis remains uncomfortably trapped within a fundamental dualism that sees human life as conthe body struggling to differentiate itself from its animal roots, and the divine spark donated from above. Scorsese by contrast views the temptation through a "sacramental" view of life, posits is that once one realises the essential divinity in all material things . . . one transcends the material aspect of objects and sees deep into their true nature, which is divine. 111 which religion and reality continually interpenetrate. Richard A. Blake has written absence of the holy as well as its presence.
112 For Scorsese the spiritual is always immanent in the material, and the material always ready to split open to disclose its spiritual content. This "sacramentalizing of the real," as Leo Braudy 113 calls it, provides a different conception of the relationship between materiality and the divine from Kazantzakis's tortured dualism.
The common . . . assumption has long been that where there is a dichotomy, one side must triumph over the other; one side must be associated with good while the other is associated with evil. Yet Scorsese's delicate handling of is to take a path of nearly pure spirit, he is tempted by the beauty of material creation because it too is of God. speculation"? 117 A voraciously eclectic thinker, Kazantzakis absorbed and adopted philosophical ideas from a number of sources and authorities. He was particularly of spiritual ascent. In Zorba the Greek, Buddha is the "last man," the " 'pure soul' which has emptied itself."
118 In Report to Greco, Kazantzakis described a glimpse of the possibility of enlightenment that is expressed in this same language of an upward spiritual climb: man who was climbing. . . . I suddenly discerned the supreme peak above me-the Silence, Buddha. Finally I saw the yearning which began to rage inside me, the yearning to extricate myself forever from all deceptions. 119 from fear and hope by giving up desire. Kazantzakis, a man of desires, had an undying struggle with the Buddha, which left its imprint as indicated on his tombstone epitaph." 120 in Kazantzakis's notion of spiritual ascent. As Lewis Owens writes, Kazantzakis . . . considered humanity's greatest duty to be the transubstantiation of all matter into spirit, an idea drawn predominantly from Buddha and But it is not necessary to seek explanation in other faiths and philosophies for Kazantzakis's ascetic dualism. The notion of the "spiritual ascent" lies at the heart of the Greek Orthodox spirituality in which he was raised, especially of its monastic culture. It was articulated in The Ladder of Divine Ascent spiritual struggler must pass through thirty stages of spiritual development upwards towards the ultimate goal of -theosis, divinization, and salvation from mortality. Paintings and mosaics of the ladder are to be found prominently in the narthex of some of the churches of the holy mountain of Athos.
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Throughout his life Kazantzakis was fascinated by the monastic ideal of withdrawal from the world and by the ascetic vita contemplativa of the desert fathers. As a young man he undertook pilgrimages, as described in Report to Greco, to From the hermit Father Makarios on Mt. Athos, he received the uncompromising message that there is only one way to salvation.
Ascent. To climb a series of steps. From the full stomach to hunger, from the slaked throat to thirst, from joy to suffering. God sits at the summit of hunger, thirst and suffering; the devil sits at the summit of the comfortable 124 theology. Indeed, some of its leading authorities concur that there is a particularly distinct continuity between monastic culture and lay belief. "There is a great richness of forms of spiritual life to be found within the bounds of Orthodoxy," writes Vladimir Lossky, "but monasticism remains the most classical of all."
125 "The best way to penetrate Orthodox spirituality," said Paul Evdokimov, "is to enter it through monasticism." 1054 was triggered by the addition of the -ceeds from the Father and the Son, and Eastern theology confesses that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father only.
127
In Orthodox theology "God is the wholly Other," 128 "absolutely transcendent," 129 and the "divine incomprehensibility." 130 Proximity to God consists in a "spirituality of the surpassing of all created being."
131 God is immaterial and unknowable, so to approach him is to effect a "transition from the created to the uncreated."
132
Reconciliation with God can be achieved only through a "way of ascension," 133 which entails detachment from all created things and ends only in a transforma-134 Orthodox belief deploys the distinctions, devised by Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite (late -tive and negative theologies:
All knowledge has as its object that which is. Now God is beyond all that exists. In order to approach Him it is necessary to deny all that is inferior to Him, that is to say, all that which is. 135 precisely with Kazantzakis's language of spiritual struggle:
It is by unknowing that one may know Him who is above every possible object of knowledge. Proceeding by negations one ascends from the inferior degrees of being to the highest, by progressively setting aside all that can be known, in order to draw near to the unknown in the darkness of absolute ignorance.
It has been suggested that Orthodoxy has always been instinctively more docetist was on Jesus' incarnation, the process by which the divine being descended from heaven to become a man." 137 -manent."
138 Icons are "expressions of the inexpressible, and have become possible thanks to the revelation of God, which was accomplished in the Incarnation of the Son."
139 Here contingency is virtually an accident of the incarnation, where the If this is so, there can be no sense of human experience in its entirety and its individual variety as the theatre of God's saving work, a work of art to be from the conditioned and the historical.
140
cess theology and the suffering God are scarcely compatible with the "absolutely transcendent" God of Orthodox theologians, who insist that no created thing has any communion with the supreme nature.
141 Even the dispute itself, which 142 but by no means "trivial," remains to characterize God the Father in Eastern spirituality as sole begetter and to clear the Holy Spirit of any possible contamination from the human nature adopted by the Son. 145 which refers to temptations that narrated in these chapters is a dream or a hallucination constructed by the "Evil One," and the Last Temptation is a mere momentary distraction from the stern duty of salvation. Renunciation of this world and its pleasures is the price that has to be paid for spiritual transcendence. If the latter, then it scarcely needs the mediation of the "Evil One" to reveal that love, sex, the pleasures of family and children, priority in creation." 146 On this reading the temptations are both "enchanting" and "legitimate," and the death of the cross should subsume and enfold the temptations into a vision of ultimate reconciliation between God and humanity, humanity and the earth, and spirit and body. The world is not the stony wilderness where Mary Magdalene meets her death, but a place of beauty in which humanity can meet God without surrendering physical nature. It is a world reenchanted by God's return and humanity's spiritual struggle to realize God. In terms of atonement, the former view of renunciation as well as the penalty of sin. Humanity is so utterly and originally corrupt that only the supreme penalty of death can redeem us from the doom of humanity that his attachment to it constituted a true sharing of humanity in all its joys and sorrows, pains, and pleasures.
himself responsibility for all the world's ills. God bears the brunt of suffering and evil by subjecting himself to their cruelty and horror. By so doing, he reveals, as he could in no other way, the reality 144 Kazantzakis, Last Temptation, 7. 145 Ibid., 8. of himself with us and our predicament he draws us to himself in an utterly moral and personal way. 147 148 and for our whole view of the material world:
The belief that God's love is enacted and made manifest in the Incarnation the body is to be seen as the vehicle of the spirit. This is spelled out further view of the universe.
149
I shall argue in conclusion that Kazantzakis's novel is closer to the "deception" -Kazantzakis's stated intention to reconcile those two primordial forces which are so contrary to one another, to make them realise that they are not enemies but rather fellow-workers, so that they might rejoice in their harmony.
150

Kazantsakis and Scorsese
In the novel, the "Last Temptation" itself begins as an experience of resurrection. In keeping with mediaeval symbolism and iconography, the cross has transformed 151 Golgotha into paradise, and pain into healing: "the compas-152 angel," who accompanies Jesus throughout the vision. The angel is suspiciously humanoid and sensuous with eyes "full of passion," 153 hairy legs, and sweaty armpits. "You lived your entire Passion in a dream," 154 he tells Jesus. Reality and dream are inverted; Jesus mistakes reality for dream and dream for reality. The dream 155 156 but only because Jesus' perception of it has changed; previously he was alienated from the earth but now he is reconciled with it. "Harmony," Kazantzakis writes, "between the earth and the heart, Jesus of Nazareth: that is the Kingdom of heaven." 157 The angel shows Jesus a young black bull tethered in a thicket and offers to release him. Here Jesus is initiated into pagan mystery, since the bull is bull-horned Dionysos himself, "a dark and wounded God," 158 who represents the physical being "full of virility." 159 is rejoined by Mary Magdalene. But this Mary seems of a piece with the dream and an instrument of delusion: "he saw her eye frolic seductively, cunningly, like the eye of the angel."
160 Mary inducts Jesus into a new faith in the world and the body: 161 For Kazantzakis this is a new incarnation: "The road by which the mortal becomes immortal, the road by which God descends to earth in human shape." 162 -there meets the death by stoning (now at the hands of Saul of Tarsus) that she would have received had Jesus not saved her. This is more than a "deceptive vision"; it is a reordering of reality, the emergence of an alternative history in which the saving power of the Messiah has never been exercised; it is an alternative reality in which Mary pays the full penalty of the Mosaic Law. Jesus' mind leaves his body and follows Mary in the form of a hawk. By this clumsy device, Jesus is able to observe what happens outside his own dream. But the episode makes clear the implications of the "Last Temptation": the world really does lie unredeemed, sins unforgiven, the old law still in place, and mankind unsaved.
Still inside his dream, the death of Mary hardly touches Jesus. Awakening as if in the tomb on "rich mortuary soil,"
163 Jesus has only an impression of Mary's death, "stones, a woman, and blood," 164 but is further seduced by the song of another woman: "a weaver sitting before her machine and singing. Her voice was exceedingly sweet and full of complaint. representatives of the archetypal feminine. Mary the weaver recalls Athena the master weaver as well as Odysseus's faithful Penelope. Earlier Mary Magdalene, unconsciously preparing for his death, had been shown weaving a woollen cloak to protect her lover against the cold.
166 In that earlier passage, she is also guardian of a pomegranate tree; so she is Persephone as well as Penelope. Jesus met her there as the bridegroom from the Song of Songs and raised her from the ground as both a bride and as the human soul.
167 Mary, the sister of Lazarus, is also described as "seeking" Jesus; so she also, like the priestess in D. H. Lawrence's story The Man Who Died (1929) , 168 is Isis in search. The angel, however, gives Jesus a false account of Mary Magdalene's death; pierced by the divine arrow, "at the peak of her happiness . . . can there be a greater joy for a woman?" 169 The discrepancy between his description and the earlier narrative makes clear again the distinction between reality and "deceptive vision." empties himself into the death of the cross. Both the passion and the novel are "accomplished."
The "Last Temptation" was to be in his words represented as a "fantasy," a "hallucination," and a "diabolical temptation." 176 In an early draft of the script, there secured a visible gap between unredeemed reality and deceptive vision. But when the angel shows Jesus the world, saying "we really envy you," where Kazantzakis could fabricate in prose a poetic paradise that also seems fully dream-like, both enchanting and deceptive, Scorsese's camera shows only a real landscape a mediaeval or renaissance painting. The viewer is provided with no aesthetic or Scorsese's treatment, though often taken word for word and image for image from the novel, is radically different from Kazantzakis's in its dramatic and poetic effects. His choice of a beautiful young girl dressed in peasant costume but with the face and hair of a renaissance angel is a decisive departure. He considered using a young Arab boy or an old man 177 but settled on the young girl partly (and surely ironically) as an echo of Pasolini's angel Gabriel. 178 The angel remains throughout her performance sensitive and sympathetic; gone are Kazantzakis's transformations from angel to Ethiopian slave or the clear signals in the novel of demonic by Judas and assumes a suitably diabolical form: It is also what Scorsese adds to Kazantzakis's narrative that complicates the in the novel, is to take Jesus down from the cross, to remove gently the nails, and to kiss the wounded, bloodstained hands and feet. 181 The poetic impact of this moment is extraordinary. It has all the beauty of a renaissance deposition together with that as a child such images made him go "weak at the knees"). Many viewers have actor, director, viewer-or the spectator is compelled to accept these images-images of healing, liberation from suffering, manumission from pain, images, in short, of redemption-at face value.
The human and divine love, enacted, manifested, and mutually reciprocated. The identity
In the controversial scene where Jesus and Mary Magdalene make love, many viewers again seem to have had their vision obstructed by moral outrage. Jesus of screen time are devoted to Mary dressing the dead Jesus' wounds, which she washes and anoints with some kind of healing ointment. His body lies across her knees as in a Pieta. Here Mary is not anointing the body for burial but healing the body for a physical resurrection. Like the priestess of Isis in Lawrence's story, she heals the wounds of the cross with love and brings her Osiris back together with feminine power and sexual healing.
Scorsese faithfully follows the logic of Kazantzakis's "deceptive vision": the death. Kazantzakis shows the world deprived of salvation and Mary dying as she Mary even says: "Death is kind." 186 In Kazantzakis's narrative, this is how the angel pretends she died.
187 In Kazantzakis's version, this discrepancy is an element of satanic "deception." But for Scorsese this is how it should happen: Mary should be taken peacefully to God's mercy in a world of enchantment without any shadow of disillusion.
The glamour of asceticism both drew and repelled Kazantzakis and to some degree persuaded him to see corporeal existence as a degradation and contamination of spirituality. He always wanted to ascend the holy mountain, the "Blessed Mountain" of spiritual transcendence, but in keeping with the aphorism of Kahlil Gibran that prefaces this essay, once at the summit, he always wanted to come down again. Nonetheless he left something of himself up there. Ultimately it is this passion Kazantzakis relates materialism to Everyman, making Jesus resist the universal temptation to place comfort, security, reputation and progeny above the pain, loneliness and martyrdom of a life devoted to the spirit. tism was within him as well as without. Even as a child, as he claims in Report to Greco, he wanted to be both hero and saint.
189 He clearly drew the aspiration from his immediate religious context, but his performance of it, if truly delineated, end, a loyal son of his church, a heretic perhaps, but very much a Greek Orthodox heretic, and no other kind. 
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rejects iconoclasm for assuming that "the spiritual must be non-material": "This is to betray the Orthodox Church, 33). And in a recent article Elizabeth Theokritoff cites a substantial Orthodox consensus to the effect that "the material world" is "integral to the divine purpose. It is not disposable packaging for the spiritual" (Theokritoff, "Embodied," 226).
191 Scorsese on Scorsese, 135. 192 Ibid., 118, 143. period are reinterpreting the soteriological aspects of the faith in ways more conducive to Kazantzakis's own soteriology and to the spirit of our age.
195
Martin Scorsese has also been recognized as one whose imaginative recreation of the gospels constituted a genuine theological exploration of areas often deemed taboo to the faithful. As Les Keyser puts it:
In The Last Temptation of Christ as he develops the themes of incarnation, atonement, and redemption. Scorsin a man's body.
196
ese-lay believers and unbelievers, who in their faith and in their doubts challenged -doctrine." 197 195 196 Keyser, Scorsese, 176-77.
